The priority of a lot is evaluated as it arrives for photolithography processing.
The lot is then placed in queue (or is placed in one of a set of queues) based on its priority.
When a photolithography processing system becomes available, it is seized by the fwst lot in queue.
There are two problems with this approach.
Firstj it is difficult to model a lot prioritization function (to order the lots in queue) that properly reflects the relationship between lot processing priorities and sibling lot priorities shown in Figure 1 . Secondly, even if such a prioritization function could be derived, we would have to create a process to reorder the queue when necessary (e.g. when a lot priority changes from regular to hot). Similarly, if the lot currently controlling the system selects a sibling lot to be processed next, then the availability of required reticle is assured. If the lot selected is not a sibling of the lot currently in process, then it will be a first-of-its-job-type lot (among sibling lots, lots are selected for processing on a FIFO basis). It this case too, reticle availability is assured. The reticle required by a fret-of-its-job-type lot must have been idle when that lot entered the system (the lot had no siblings in process when it arrived).
The selected lot is removed from the detached queue (using the SIMAN REMOVE block) and allowed to SEIZE the photolithography processing resource just released by the lot doing the selecting.
If no lot is selected the processing resource enters an idle state.
Modeling Issues

Recovery From Processing System Idle States
In the basic system proposed above, the lot selection process occurs while, and only while, the resource for which a lot is being selected is still busy. 
